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At GMDC, we believe that the GM and HBW categories are absolutely vital to a complete store 

assortment.  We’ve been doing extensive study work on general merchandise opportunities 

and recently published the phase one GMDC General Merchandise research initiative — 

Winning in GM: Trends, Insights and Strategies.  The GMDC Education Leadership Council and 

the General Merchandise Supplier Advisory Board collaborated to introduce study output that 

focuses on helping our members take advantage of the strategic sales opportunities that a 

complete general merchandise program can provide.  Key elements of the study work include: 

 Development of retail and supplier “best practice” models for achieving maximum GM 

sales 

 Identification of the barriers to success and workarounds for those barriers 

 Development of measurement standards to assist our members in benchmarking their 

performance and potential 

 A commitment by GMDC to serve as the association that provides on ongoing and 

evolving plan for building wholesale/retail and supplier member GM product sales 

We also introduced Senior Executive Conferences (SECs) to the General Merchandise 

Marketing Conference where 18 supplier companies took advantage of the 40-minute meeting 

format to address key issues and strategic opportunities with their wholesale and retail 

executive counterparts. 

At the request of our GM members, the Controlled Casual Conferences (CCC) appointment 

format was extended to 10- and 20-minute meetings that allowed members just a bit more 

time to focus on efficient touch points.  The feedback that we received this weekend has been 

very positive. 

GMDC introduced the Showcase Plus feature in the Showcase display room at the 2010 GM 

Conference; and we’re thrilled to say that this year, 322 supplier companies chose to highlight 

their products, including 31 Showcase Plus displays that featured full, in-line product sections 

that were seen by all attending buyers. 

GMDC has also developed relationships with key businesses that we know can add value to 

your bottom line.  We’ve produced the 365 Days of Value tool that highlights these 

marketplace solutions and other services, and we hope that many of you took the opportunity 

to meet several of these providers at our conference this weekend.  You’ll discover that GMDC 

has many other opportunities for you in addition to the annual conferences! 



Grocery Headquarters publisher Seth Mendelson once asked the rhetorical question, “Where 

are the advocates for nonfoods among supermarket executives?”  I’m here to answer that 

question by asserting that GMDC is that advocate for retail channels, just as it has been over 

these past 41 years.  GMDC remains committed to developing more effective GM and HBW 

category programs that meet the needs of today’s marketplace and the consumers whom our 

members serve. 

From all of us at GMDC, thank you for your support! 

 


